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Results of a single-crystal neutron-diffraction study of the mixed molecular system
(KBr)

&
(KCN)„are presented. The crystal with a CN concentration x =0.65 exhibits a ferro-

elastic transition from a plastic high-temperature phase of cubic symmetry to a low-temperature
rhombohedral phase. The crystals with concentrations x =0.53 and 0.57 undergo transitions into
a quadrupolar glass state. In all the crystals investigated„ the diffraction profiles near the transi-
tion temperatures are dominated by diffuse-scattering contributions. These diffuse intensities are
due to random strains which are generated by the substitutional Br atoms acting as static impuri-
ty centers. The results demonstrate the importance of random strains for the order of the low-
temperature state: A delicate balance between the rotation-translation coupling and the random
strain fields determines the low-temperature phase. If the latter dominate, the elastic-order transi-
tion is suppressed and local order is frozen in. The temperature dependences of the diffuse scat-
tered intensities are analyzed: Unusual line shapes and an unusual wave-vector dependence of the
linewidths are found. In addition, the temperature dependence of Debye-Wailer factors and of the
orientational distribution of the CN molecules is studied in detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

The alkali-cyanide-alkali-halide mixed crystals
(MX)& „(MCN)„, where M is an alkali metal and X a
halogen ion, continue to attract considerable attention
because of the variety of phenomena that can be studied
in these systems. Above a critical concentration x, these
crystals are model systems for ferroelastic phase transi-
tions. Below x, they undergo transitions into a qua-
drupolar glass state.

At room temperature all the alkali-cyanide —alkali-
halide crystals exhibit a cubic phase where the high sym-
metry is established via a fast reorientational motion of
the CN ions. On lowering the temperature the mixed
crystals with concentrations x &x, undergo structural
phase transitions from the high-temperature plastic
phase into elastically ordered states, where the CN
molecules are aligned and the center-of-mass lattice un-
dergoes shear deformations. The mixed systems investi-
gated so far exhibit an amazing polymorphism: ortho-
rhombic, monoclinic, triclinic, and rhombohedral phases
have been reported. ' The structural phase transitions
are driven by a strong rotation-translation coupling of
molecular reorientations and Tzg shear strains. ' As a
consequence, the elastic constant c44, goes soft" as the
transition temperature T, is approached. It has been
suggested that random strains play an important role in
determining the structure of the 1ow-temperature
phase. ' Finally, below the critical concentration, ran-
dom strain 6elds suppress the phase transition and a new

low-temperature state, a quadrupolar glass, is observed.
Recent theoretical work has shown that the coupling of
random strains to the orientational degrees of freedom is
responsible for the formation of the orientational glass, '
The glass transition is indicated by cusps in the quadru-
polar susceptibility. ' Frequency-dependent anomalies
in the elastic ' ' ' and in the dielectric ' ' suscepti-
bilities have been observed. There is also experimental
evidence that the dipolar (head-to-tail) and the quadru-
polar (orientational) freezing temperatures difFer. '

In optical transmission experiments the glassy crystals
remain transparent at all temperatures. ' This has been
taken as evidence that the overall symmetry of these
crystals stays cubic. However, in dNraction experi-
ments, an enormous broadening and anomalous line
shapes of the difFraction lines at the glass transition tem-
perature have been reported. ' The low-temperature
thermodynamic, ultrasonic and dielectric properties
are analogous to those found in canonical glasses and in
amorphous systems.

The majority of investigations have been performed in
KBr:KCN mixtures, where the Br ions randomly sub-
stitute the CN on the anion lattice. Pure KCN under-
goes a cubic to orthorhombic ferroelastic transition at
168 K, followed by an antiferroelectric ordering transi-
tion at 83 K. However, the low-temperature structure
of (KBr), „(KCN)„depends critically on the dilution
with Br ions and below the critical concentration
x, =0.6 the ferroelastic transition is suppressed. For
x &0.6, (KBr), „(KCN), exhibits a low-temperature
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glass state. In difFraction experiments the glass state is
characterized by an anisotropic pattern of diffusive scat-
tered intensities centered around the Bragg positions of
the cubic lattice.

The motivation of this investigation was to study the
statics of the transition in (KBr):(KCN) near the critical
concentration x„just on the borderline between elastic
order and the glassy state. Using elastic neutron
diffraction we studied (KBr)o»(KCN)o65 (x &x, ) and
(KBr)o~i(KCN)o57 (x ~x, ) paying special attention to
the temperature- and momentum-transfer dependence of
the broadening of the diffraction lines. From recent
specific-heat measurements, ' ' we know that the
specific-heat anomaly at the ferroelastic transition,
which is strongly of first order in pure KCN, shows
up just as a change of slope in c~(T) for x =0.65 and ex-
hibits no anomaly at the glass transition in
(KBr)o 4~(KCN)o 57. In both crystals the configurational
entropy is smeared out over a wide temperature range
and the c versus T curves look very similar. %e ex-
pected that this similarity should also be displayed in the
difTraction pattern.

In addition, there are a number of further questions
we want to address in this study.

Recently it has been observed that the diffuse intensi-
ties plotted versus the wave vector q are not given by
Lorentzian line shapes, as theoretically predicted, but
rather by an exponential q dependence. In this work me
made therefore a detailed analysis of the line shapes.

Loidl et aI. reported a preliminary investigation of
(KBr)o 47(KCN )o $3 where they claimed to find a crystal-
line to amorphous transition. This conclusion was
drawn through an analysis of the Q-dependent broaden-
ing of the Bragg rejections in the glass state. However,
a closer inspection of the data showed that this analysis
was incorrect: at low Q values a Bragg spike on top of
the diH'usive scattered intensities could still be detected.
Here me report a revised analysis.

There exists experimental evidence that the cubic to
rhombohedral transition in (KBr), „(KCN)„ for con-
centrations 0.75 &x &0.6 is a second-order phase transi-
tion ' with the elastic shear modulus tending continu-
ously to zero. This complete softening of T2g phonons
which propagate within the cube planes should lead to a
logarithmic divergence of the mean-square displacements
of the ions. Therefore, me have attempted a rigorous
structure factor analysis.

tion of the temperature from 4 to 300 K with an accura-
cy of 0.1 K. In most of the scans the pyrolytic graphite
analyzer was set at the (004} reAection to give an energy
resolution of approximately 1.S meV and was set to zero
energy transfer. For (KBr}o47(KCN)o5& complete sets
of reflections to sin8/A, =0.68 were also scanned in the
diS'ractometric mode without the analyzer at 10, 99, and
295 K. At least three symmetry equivalents of each
unique reAection were scanned. Unless otherwise stated
the scans presented in the figures mere obtained with the
analyzer.

A. Results for (KBr)o s7(KCN }o s3
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Figure 1 which also appeared in the earlier communi-
cation presents scans through various reciprocal-lattice
points at 10 K, a temperature which is far below the
freezing temperature Tz(THz)=100 K. All the scans
shown are taken along the [010] direction in the (001)
plane of the reciprocal lattice. These data imply a
strong increase of the intrinsic linewidth with momen-
tum transfer Q. The asymmetric contributions in the
(420), (440), and (660} reflections can be explained by the
theory of Michel and Rowe, who formulated a neutron
scattering law for orientational glasses. These authors
found that in addition to the Bragg contributions,
difFusive intensities appear, namely a symmetric Q /q
term and, depending on symmetry of the strain field, an
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(KBr), „(KCN)„single crystals with concentrations
x =O.S3, O.S7, and 0.65 were investigated. The crystals
have been gromn by S. Haussuhl at the Institut fur Kris-
taHographie at the University of Cologne. The elastic
neutron-scattering experiments mere carried out on the
triple-axis spectrometer D10 located on a thermal neu-
tron guide at the Institute Laue-Langevin in Grenoble.
The samples were mounted on an Eulerian cradle to al-
low scanning along all reciprocal-lattice directions. A
vertically focusing Cu(200) monochromator gave a wave-
length of 1.260 A. A He-How cryostat allowed varia-
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FIG. 1. Transverse scans at zero energy transfer in the (001)
plane through various reciprocal-lattice points in
(KBr)047(KCN)0» at 10 K. (Figure taken from Ref. 23 and
reproduced with permission by courtesy of Pergamon Press. )
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FIG. 2. The observed widths of neutron-diffraction rocking

curves for the (KBr)0 47(KCN)0» single crystal as a function of
the normalized scattering vector. The room-temperature data
(+ ) re6ect the mosaic spread of the crystal and the 6nite in-
strumental resolution. All the other symbols refer to measure-
ments in the glass state at 10 K [Q=(h +k +l )' ]: solid
symbols, (hkl) all even; open symbols, (hkl) all odd; (h00), ;
(hhO), 8; (hkl), ~.

asymmetric Q/q term, where q is the phonon wave num-
ber.

The linewidths hoi (deg) observed in the scans without
the analyzer for aB diffraction lines are plotted in Fig. 2
against momentum transfer for two temperatures: The
widths of the room-temperature data are determined
mainly by the resolution of the spectrometer. At 10 K
the linewidths are dramatically increased. %e also see
from Fig. 2 that the broadening is anisotropic. Focusing
on the rejections with (hkl ) all even, the (h 00)
reflections are most strongly affected, while the (hh0)
peaks are less broadened. This demonstrates that the
frozen-in strain fields are of Tz~ symmetry. '

The disagreement of the line shapes and the Q depen-
dence of the linewidths with the present theories for
orientational glasses prompted us to perform similar but
more detailed experiments on samples of other concen-
trations near the critical concentration. In Ref. 23 the
peaks observed in the scans made with the analyzer were
6tted using a single Lorentzian line shape. In case of
asymmetric peaks, the data were symmetrized by adding
the intensities of the plus and the minus q values and
then dividing by 2. This analysis gave an intrinsic
linewidth b,QccQ . However, closer inspection of the
linc shapes of Fig. 1, for example, shows signi6cant devi-
ations from a simple Lorentzian form and in addition, at
low Q values, Bragg spikes above the diffusive intensi-
ties. To demonstrate this behavior, we plot the loga-
rithrn of the intensity I of the scans of Fig. 1 versus the
reduced wave vector in. Fig. 3. This clearly shows that
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FIG. 3. Symmetrized line shapes (q++q )/2 of various
Bragg rejections in {KBr)047(KCN)0 $3 at 10K.

the lines shapes are of exponential form for high Q,
while for low Q, a Bragg spike can still be detected
above the diffuse intensities. From the existence of
resolution-limited Bragg reAections, we conclude that
(KBr)o ~7(KCN)o 53 on the average is still a cubic crystal,
characterized, however, by a large Debye-%aller factor
due to frozen-in strain fields. A morc detailed analysis
of the temperature dependence of Bragg intensities and
diffuse intensities will be presented for (KBr), „(KCN)„
crystals with concentrations x =0.57 and 0.65,

B. Results in (KBr)0 „,(KCN)0 q7

slid (KBr)0 3g( KCN )O 6g

In studying these crystals we intended to make a
direct comparison of the statics of an orientational glass
transition with the statics of a structural phase transi-
tion. In the former case we And a transformation from
the high-temperature plastic phase into a glass state with
frozen-in orientational correlations and frozen-in lattice
strains; in the latter case the plastic is transformed into a
low-tcmperature rhombohedral phase. Recent
calorimetric experiments have demonstrated that the
c versus T curves look very similar for these two con-
centrations. In (KBr)o 43(KCN )o z7 the specific heat
varies smoothly over the entire temperature range: for
x =0.65 the c curve exhibits a small anomaly, visible as
a change of slope only.

In Fig. 4 we show transverse scans through the (060)
reliection of (KBr)043(KCN)o 57 at various temperatures.
At T =105 K only a small thermal diffuse-scattcring
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FIG. 4. Transverse scans at zero energy transfer through
the (060) refiection in the (001) plane of (KBr)p 43(KCN)p 57 at
various temperatures. The hatched area shows the diA'use con-
tribution from the frozen-in strain fields, the empty peak the
"true" Bragg intensity. The solid lines are the results of fits as
explained in the text.

component is visible below a we11-defined Bragg spike.
%ith decreasing temperature the difFuse contributions
increase while the Bragg scattering decreases. Below 70
K the Bragg contribution has vanished completely. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the Q dependence of the ratio of Bragg
and difFuse components at I6 K. Here transverse scans
are shown for a series of (Ok0) rejections. We notice

that true Bragg scattering is visible only for k &4. Obvi-
ously a very large Debye-%aller factor is responsible for
this phenomenon whose static part is directly related to
the intensities of the diffuse components. These static
mean-square displacements are due to frozen-in random
strains of T28 symmetry.

Utilizing the theoretical approach by Michel and
Rowe the anisotropic pattern of difFuse scattered inten-
sities can be described by a Q /q dependence, and de-
pending on the symmetry of the frozen-in strain field, by
an asymmetric Q/q term. In (KBr), ,(KCN), this
asymmetry is easily detectable in scans of the type
(h+q, h, O) or (h, h+q, O). To illustrate the asymmetry
more quantitatively we calculated the symmetric contri-
butions [I(q+)+I(q )]/2, which should follow a 1/q
law, and the asymmetric part of the peak, namely
[I(q+ ) I(q —)], theoretically described by a 1/q depen-
dence, for a series of (hhO) rejections.

The results for the (220) and (660) reflections are
shown in Fig. 6 in a semilogarithmic plot. The sym-
metric and asymmetric parts of the line shapes as mea-
sured at the (220) re(lection are of equal intensity and,
even more importantly, both can be described by a
straight line with essentially the same slope. Obviously
both contributions can be described by I=Ioe with
unique prefactor Io and coefficient A, . For small q
values, Bragg scattering dominates the line shape. The
results for the (660) re6ection also indicate a logarithmic
dependence of symmetric and asymmetric part of the
difFuse scattered intensities. Again the slope for both
contributions is the same but the prefactor of the an-
tisymmetric part is a factor of 4 smaller than that of the
symmetric part.

This exponential decay of the difFuse intensities can be
found in all the (Ok0) transverse scans. It immediately
suggests that higher-order terms in the phonon coordi-
nates play an important role. However, at present there
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FIG. 5. Transverse scans through a series of (Ok 0)
re6ections in (KBr)043(KCN)p» at 16 K. The hatched area
shows the diffuse contribution from the frozen-in strain fields,
the empty peak the "true'" Bragg intensity. The solid lines are
the results of fits as explained in the text.
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FIG. 6. Symmetrized and antisymmetrized line shapes of
transverse scans through the (220) and (660) reAection in
(KBr)p 43(KCN)p» at 16K on a semilogarithmic scale.
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FIG. 7. Transverse scans at zero energy transfer through

the (060) reflection in (KBr)0»(KCN)O65 at various tempera-
tures. The cubic to orthorhombic phase transition takes plaice
at 97.5 K. The shaded area shows the contribution from
frozen-in shear strains, the empty area that from Bragg scatter-
ing; the solid lines represent the result of Ats as explained in
the text.

is no theoretical approach that describes these unusual
line shapes. Any reliable theory has also to explain the
strong Q dependence of the coefficient u in the exponent
and the behavior of symmetric and asymmetric contribu-
tions of the diffuse scattered intensities as mentioned
above.

Similar results were obtained for (KBr)035{KCN)o6~.
This crystal undergoes a structural phase transition at
T, =97.5 K. The temperature dependence of trans-
verse scans through the (060) reflection is shown in Fig.
7. Betmeen 110 and 97.5 K there is a rapid decrease of
the Gaussian (Bragg) contribution. Near the structural
phase transition the scattered intensities are predom-
inantly diffuse. At T, the peaks look very similar to
those observed in (KBr)043(KCN)057 at low tempera-
tures in the glass phase. Again the scattered intensities
can be explained assuming a distribution of shear strains:
at T=T, the elastic shear constant @44 is almost com-
pletely soft. e44 defines shear deformations within a
plane rather than along a line, and a "melting transi-
tion" within the cube planes of the lattice is induced as
e44 approaches 0, mhich in turn yields a divergence of
the mean-square displacements. ' For T~ T, the free
energy favors one well-defined rhombohedral distortion
and with decreasing temperatures this homogeneous dis-
tortion is established and favored above a distribution of
random shear strains. At lom T the fraction of difFuse
scattered intensities is strongly reduced.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

In the present investigation of (KBr), „(KCN)„
mixed crystals two types of experiments have been per-
formed. For x=0.53 me presented a structure factor
determination to determine the orientational distribution
of the CN molecules. In the crystals with concentra-
tions x =0.57 and 0.65 me tried to analyze the tempera-
ture dependence of the diffuse and of the Bragg scatter-
ing contributions. This analysis should yield informa-
tion concerning Debye-%aller factors, line shapes, and
the freezing of coupled rotations and translations.

A, (KBr)0 47{KCN)0 g3

The squared structure factors Fz«of
(KBr)0 &7(KCN)o 53 measured at 10, 99, and 295 K were
used to determine the orientational distribution of the
CN ions in these mixed molecular crystals. In the
analysis we followed closely the model, suggested by Sey-
mour and Pryor, which has been used by Rowe et al.
to determine the angular distribution of the CN
dumbbells in KCN and NaCN. The relevant parameters
in this model are the expansion coefficients a4 and as of
the fourth- and sixth-order spherical Bessel functions
describing the angular distribution of the CN ions, the
CN bond length d and the mean-square displacements
(u„, ) of the center-of-mass lattice at the site a.. A
model has also been developed to include anisotropic
center-of-mass displacements. This procedure intro-
duces four new parameters, and in our case does not
lead to a significantly better fit. For this reason we cite
here the results with isotropic center-of-mass displace-
ment, which can be compared directly to the results of
Rome et al.

The structure factors of the reQections mere found by
summing the background-corrected counts observed in
the coupled scans, when the background was assumed to
be given by the nearly constant counts at the limits of
each scan, Thirty-five independent Bragg rejections
were used in the determination of the orientational dis-
tribution function. Some problems arose at T=10 K.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, at large Q values the peaks
consist of diffuse intensities only. True Bragg scattering
can be found at lowest Q values only. However, since
the diffuse scattering, like any phonon scattering, is
scaled by the Bragg peak, only the overall temperature
factor wi11 be in error. %'e also performed a similar
analysis of structure factors from pure KCN. In KCN
the diffraction data mere collected at 295 K and at 185
K just above the structural phase transition T, =168 K.
Here 27 independent rejections could be collected. In
this case all the intensities mere corrected for thermal
diffuse scattering.

This model of orientational distributions of the CN
molecules takes into account large orientational Auctua-
tions, but is restricted to harmonic contributions in the
translational lattice. However, orientational relaxation
processes imply large translational displacements and
higher-order terms in the Q dependence of the Debye-
%'aller factors may become important. Therefore the
present analysis of the structure factors in terms of har-
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TABLE I. Parameters obtained from the analysis of the I"A&I of KCN and of (KBr)Q4&(KCN)Q &3.

the cubic harmonic coeScients u4 and a6, component o. of the mean-square displacement at site x
(x:—K+,CN /Br ), {u„); and the C—N bond length. The estimated uncertainties in parentheses
correspond to fitting errors only.

CN
concentration CoeScient of cubics

a6
C:—N bond
length (A)

1

1

0.53
0.53
0.53

295
185
295
99
10

—0.201(21)
—0.066(25)
—0.070(23)
0.175(34)
0.360(36)

0.53(20)
0.63(25)
0.25(8)
0.30(10)

—0.08(6)

1.177(2)
1.182(3)
1.174(2)
1.180(2}
1.190(3)

0.068(1)
0.066(1}
0.044(2)
0.037(2)
0.057(4)

0.066(2)
0.058(2)
0.037(3)
0.032(3)
0.048(4)

monic mean-square displacements gives only a rough es-
timate concerning the T dependence of the distribution
of molecular orientations.

The final parameters of these fits sre given in Table I.
From the expansion coeScients o;4 and o,6 we calculated
the angular distribution of the CN orientations for
KCN and for (KBr)Q47(KCN)Q 53 (Fig. 8). For KCN the
results are similar to the findings of Rowe et al. The
maximum probability for orientations of CN ions is
along [111]while the [110]directions exhibit a minimum
at all temperatures. Fol (KBr)p 47(KCN)Q 53 the proba-
bility distribution for the molecular orientations is
strongly temperature dependent. At room temperature
the CN ions are oriented preferably along [111],closely
resembling the orientation in pure KCN. But at 100 K
snd even more so at 10 K the maximum probability for
CN orientations points along [100]. To investigate this
e(Feet in more detail we followed the temperature depen-
dence of the Bragg intensities of the (551) and the (771)
rejections which appear at the scattering angle 28 but
involve very difFerent scattering planes. In a model with
an isotropic distribution of CN orientations these in-
tensities should be the same. Figure 9 shows that they

are not. This figure nicely shows the combined efFect of
temperature-dependent changes of the angular CN dis-
tribution and of the temperature dependence of the
Debye-%aller factors. Obviously at about 140 K the an-
gular distribution changes, as can be seen from the ratio
of the (551) and (711) Bragg intensities. The average
mean-square displacement is approximately proportional
to the sum of the intensities of the two rejections exhib-
its s minimum —corresponding to the maximum peak
intensities —also at 140 K.

(K&r)Q.43(KCN )Q 57 slid (KBr)Q 35(KCN)Q $5

In the analysis of the measurements in the crystals
with CN concentrations x =0.57 and 0.65, we separat-
ed the Gaussian Bragg contribution from the diffuse
scattered intensities. The dift'use contributions were

(KE)r)o47 (KCN)os3

(@Br),„{KCX)„ [iOO.'

= [0»1

300

FIG. 8. The orientational distribution of the CN molecules
in the (011) plane for KCN and for (KBr)Q.47{KCN}o.s3 at v
ous temperatures. Note the increasing preference for orienta-
tion in the (100) directions with decreasing temperatures for
both concentrations.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the intensities of the
(551) and (711) Bragg rejections for (KBr}p47(KCN)Q 53 The
lower part gives the ratio of I(551)/I (711).
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fitted using an exponential profile of the form
I=Ioexp( —aq ). This gave a significantly better fit than
a Lorentzian line shape. Only the symrnetrized data of
the (hhO) reflections were analyzed. Representative re-
sults of these fits using a Gaussian line shape for the
Bragg peaks and an exponential line shape folded with
the experimental resolution for the diffuse intensities are
shown as solid lines in Figs. 4, 5, and 7. From these 6ts
we were able to determine the squared structure factors
tiki for the reflections (hkl} as measured at dif-
ferent temperatures. The resulting ~F

~
as determined

for the (OkO) reflections in (KBr)o 4s(KCN}o s7 and
(KBr)o»(KCN)o 6s are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respec-
tively. In both crystals all I'I,&I strongly decrease with
decreasing temperatures for T 5 100 K. This indicates a
strong increase of the mean-square displacements with
decreasing temperatures, contrary to the behavior of a
normal anharmonic crystal. For x =0.57 the intensities
of the Bragg reflection stay constant at temperatures
below 70 K. At this temperature the freezing-in of shear
strains is terminated.

A similar strong increase in the mean-square displace-
ments is observed for x =0.65. This crystal undergoes a
structural phase transition into a rhombohedral low-
temperature phase at T,=97.5 K. Already at T& T,
the (060) and (080) reflections are undetectably small.
But even at T=T, the (020) and the (040) reflections are
still observable.

For both crystals we therefore And no real diver-
gence of the Debye-%'aller factors. This is consistent
with the x-ray difFraction profiles as measured in
(KBr)o 47(KCN)o ss. The mean-square displacements
which are derived from this analysis are shown in Fig.
12 for x=0.57 and 0.65. (The analyzer introduces a
monotonic

~ Q ~
-dependent modification of the observed

Fi,k& which will lead to an error in the refined values of
the overall mean-square displacement. This effect is not
so severe, as can be seen by comparing the room-
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FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the squared structure
factors F0k0 in (KBr)0 35(KCN)0 65.

temperature (u ) values of Fig. 12 with those of Table
I.} For x =0.57 we find a strong increase for T & 65 K,
and below that temperature a saturation, awhile for
x=0.56 we find an even more dramatic increase for
T~T, in x =0.65. The latter result is in good agree-
ment with recent molecular-dynamics simulations. '

For both crystals it is possible to define the tempera-
ture where the Debye-%aller factor would diverge: a
linear extrapolation of

~
F

~
as indicated by the dashed

lines in Figs. 10 and 11 defines the temperature T where
the difFerent (Ok0) and (hhO) nodes would vanish. The
results are shown in the Figs. 13 and 14 for x =0.57 and
0.65, respectively. Within the error bars the T values
versus the wave vectors g for x =0.65 define a straight
line yielding the temperature where the (000) reflection
vanishes. It is at this temperature that the mean-square
displacements would diverge. From Fig. 14 it is 90 K
for (KBr)o.ss(KCN)o. 6s 7 C below the phase transition.
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0 '-
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FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the squared structure
factors E0« for a series of (Ok 0) refiections in
(KBr)0 q3( KCN )0 57.

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the mean-square dis-
placements in (KBr)I „(KCN) for concentrations x =0.57
and 0.65.
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FIG. 13. Temperatures T where the (OkO) () and (hhO) (6)
nodes vanish or extrapolate to zero in (KBr)0 43(KCN)o $7.

(080)

For x =0.57 the T values indicate the saturation of the
freezing process.

Finally, we analyzed the linewidth of the difFuse scat-
tered intensities to gain insight into the statics of the
orientational glass transition and of the structural phase
transformation. The resulting linewidths b,Q (half width
at half maximum in units of the reciprocal lattice) versus
the momentum transfer Q are shown in the Figs. 15 and
16 for (KBf)o 43(KCN)o 57 and (KBr)o»(KCN)o 65 re
spectively. Both concentrations have b,Q &r Q above the
transition temperature. However, for x =0.65 long-
range order is established below the structural phase
transition temperature, while for x =0.57 anomalies in
the Q-dependent broadening become apparent below the
glass transition temperature. The ordering compound
x =0.65 exhibits a linewidth that increases linearly with
Q (bQ ~ Q) at all T R T, . This efFect can be explained in
terms of an inhomogeneous strain broadening; for in-
stance, a distribution of shear distortions would yield
such a difFraction pattern.

The linewidth eff'ects in (KBr)o 43(KCN)o 57 are much
more complex. Again for T & 70 K EQ increases linear-
ly with Q. This is the temperature region where the
Debye-%aller factor still increases with decreasing tem-
peratures. However, for T&70 K where the mean-
square displacements become independent of tempera-
ture and for high Q values significant deviations from
this linear behavior become apparent.

(KBI )o 3s (KCN)oss)0.

I.O SO

C{ (2n j1 )

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCI.UDING REMARKS

The most relevant results of this single-crystal
neutron-diff'raction study in (KBr), „(KCN)„are the
following.

(i) The influence of the lattice-mediated interactions on
the single-particle potential. It has been shown theoreti-
cally by Michel and Rowe that the single-particle po-

0.08-

I I I

(KBr){)35 (KCN}{)s5

977K
l)Q. K

FIG. 15. Half width at half maximum bQ of the dif-
fuse scattered intensities at different temperatures in
{KBr)Q43{KCN)Q 57 Note the strong deviations from a linear Q
dependence as expected for a broadening due to random strains
for temperature T&70 K. The inset shows the temperature
dependence of b,Q for the (060) and {080)retlections. The lines
are drawn to guide the eye.

ocf
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cf

90

I

g (27T A-I)

FIG. 14. Temperatures T where the (OkO) () and the (hhO)
(6) nodes in (KBr)o»(KCN)0 6, vanish or extrapolate to zero.

FIG. 16. Half widths at half maximum EQ of the diff'use in-
tensities versus momentum transfer Q in {KBr)Q»{KCN)Q65 at
97.7 and 110K.
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tential of the crystal field as seen by the CN ions is
strongly modified due to the rotation-translation cou-
pling. In particular the self-interaction combined with
deviations of the CN ion from centrosymmetry gives a
temperature-dependent orientationsl potential favoring
local maxima ill (100) dll'ections wltli decreaslilg teI11-
peratures. %'c have experimentall verified this behavior
in (KBr)Q 47(KCN)Q 53. For temperatures T & 140 K the
CN ions are aligned with highest probability along
(100),which demonstrates the increasing importance of
strain-mediated interactions. At higher temperatures,
the CN ions sre aligned with highest probability along
( 111), similar to the findings for very dilute KBr:CN
crystals. ' At these temperatures the single-particle po-
tential dominates the orientational distribution of the
CN ions.

(ii) The freezing-in of orientational and translational
modes. The main aim of the present study wss to study
the statics of the orientational glass and to follow the
freezing-in of translational modes coupled to orientation-
al correlations. %e also wanted to compare the statics
of the orientational glass state to the statics of a
structural ferroelastic phase transi'tion, as occurs in
(KBr), „(KCN)„just above the critical concentration
x, =0.6. Obviously both transitions are characterized
by a delicate balance between the rotation-translation
coupling and the coupling of rotational modes to ran-
dom strsi. ns as proposed by Lewis and Klein. ' The ran-
dom strains are generated by the substitutional Br
atoms which act ss static impurity centers. The effect of
increasing Br concentrations (1—x) is twofold: it leads
to s reduction of the ferroelastic phase transition v'ia a
decrease of the rotation-translation coupling while at the
same time it increases the random strain-rotation cou-
pling. For concentrations x 50.6 the latter suppresses
the structural transition snd causes the freezing into an
orientstional glass state. The characteristic feature of
the orientstionsl glass is the appearance of diffuse scat-
tered intensities around reciprocal-lattice points. For
x 0.6, the rotation-translation coupling still dominates
over the random strain-rotation coupling snd drives a
ferroelastic phase transition. However, thc large diffuse
intensities due to frozen-in shear strains at temperatures
just above T, show the importance of the strain-rotation
coupling even in the ordering systems.

It seems that the phase transition temperature in
(KBr)Q 35(KCN )Q 65 can be defined as in systems with a
percolation limit: at T„regions of one charactenstic
shear distortion are connected yielding an infinite "back-
bone" of elastic order. The regions exhibiting different
shear distortions are continuously reduced in favor of
this well-defined distortion. This result immediately ex-

plains the "third-order" character of the specific-heat
anomaly, visible only as a change of slope in the c
versus T curves. The additional entropy at T, to estab-
lish long-range order is negligible. The increase and the
decrease of the diffuse intensities are s direct measure of
the smearing out of the configurational entropy over a
wide temperature range from far above to far below T, .

At the orientational glass transition the distribution of
shear strains is frozen-in and the speci6c heat is smooth
down to the lowest temperatures.

(iii) Anomalous temperature dependence of the
Debye-%aller factors. Both crystals investigated
(x=0.57 and 0.65) exhibit an anomalous temperature
dependence of the mean-square displacements. At high
T (x =0.65, T ~ T, ; x =0.57, T ~ 70 K) this is due to a
softening of the elastic shear modes. For
(KBI )Q 43(KCN )Q 57 and T 5 70 K the large Debye-
%sller factors can be explained due to frozen-in orienta-
tional and translational modes. This behavior is in ex-
cellent agreement with theoretical results and with
molecular-dynamics simulations. '

(iv) The linewidth of the diffuse scattered intensities.
The momentum-transfer dependence of the linewidth of
the diffuse intensities can be divided into two regions: in
a high-temperature regime (x =0.65, T~ T, ; x=0.57,
T~70 K) the linewidth AQ depends linearly on the
momentum transfer Q. This observation can be inter-
preted as being the result of a distribution of shear
strains of T2 symmetry centered around zero strain, or
equivalently, by a distribution of local shear deforma-
tions of the cubic lattice. For T & T, and in
(KBr)Q35(KCN)Q65 these local shear deformations are
reduced in favor of one unique rhombohedral distortion
exhibiting long-range order. In (KBr)Q43(KCN)Q57 and
for temperatures T&70 K we find significant deviations
from the linear Q dependence of b,Q. At present we
have no explanation for this finding.

Finally, we would like to mention that as observed by
Knorr and Loidl on x-ray data, the line shapes of the
diffuse scattered intensities follow an exponential behav-
ior. %'e confirmed that the symmetric snd the asym-
metric parts of the diffuse intensities can be described us-
ing exponential line shapes. These line shapes cannot be
explained within existing theories.
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